City Election TUESDAY

The General Election on Tuesday October 3rd, has to be about the most boring in the long history of San Francisco with only two elective offices up and only one being contested.

The ballot measures are as about as exciting as watching jello jell.

George Agnost, the incumbent City Attorney faces token opposition from an unknown who hasn’t been very visible. Agnost, who has won with the support of the lesbian and gay community in his first bid for the office, has again secured the support of the Gay Voters League, to mention but one of the many groups and individuals which have endorsed his re-election bid.

The ballot propositions are not all that exciting as said before, but the muddle of the Yes on P people has caused the voter to be very much a question of Prop P on Tuesday.

Senior citizen groups are strongly opposing Prop B which would raise cable car fares to one dollar a ride and there is worker opposition as well to this measure.

Prop N is being opposed by a good many groups as the Board of Supervisors want to conduct labor negotiations in private.
FOCUS TRAVELS WITH H.L. PERRY

The Wipe Garden is a bunch and dinner house with full bar, in Jack London Square, a real sightseeing treat in itself. If you head towards Berkeley, be sure to check out the Union, which is a good place for dinner house and bar. Then we arrive at Olive, a restaurant with live and Dixie music. Then into Berkeley itself, we find the Nippon Club and just up the street we come to the Berkeley Pit and a dinner house with live music. There are many more than some of them to remember, it has been a very lively and big place and they have four different songs and a great view of the downtown. It is a very good building at the east end of Market Street. The bar has a boat and they have a quite new, popular menu. We are going to try different types and shops and can spend the entire day just by going around.

Then when they drop into the Sawmill bar, which is seven different. Oddly, if you like, you can spend the night in Jack London Square, the bar is also a "bed and break fast" type, and in the morning take a taxi to the City. If a trip is planned, you can get there via the BART. If you like, you can spend all night in Jack London Square, all have maps of the area. The Lake Merritt is near Lake Merritt, and they serve dinner twice a week. The Wipe Garden is near the lake, and it is a great place to end up. As you can well see it is not far away. It is a restaurant and a bar, and they have dancing as well. It is a great place for a family dinner, and it is open to everyone. The newest gay place in Oakland is Cabel's Reef, 1534 San Pablo Avenue (it's not on the map) and if you want a more-down-to-earth-har, try Berry's. I believe it's the oldest gay bar in Oakland. SPECIAL PRICE...S 24.99 per person (based upon 2 persons sharing a room).

Mail to: 324 - 14th Street, San Francisco, California 94103. Telephone number: (415) 885-6979. GAY

FOCUS ON FILM

REGGIE VEGGIE GETS IT TO LIFE FOR KILLING GAY

Punk rocker Dennis Finney (who is now 15 to life for the fatal stabbing of 38 year old Claude Dupage on August 8, 1980. The trial was concluded October 18). The Bay Area is well worth the trip, for it is well known for its gay community. The newest gay place in Oakland is Cabel's Reef, 1534 San Pablo Avenue (it's not on the map) and if you want a more-down-to-earth-har, try Berry's. I believe it's the oldest gay bar in Oakland.

Mail to: 324 - 14th Street, San Francisco, California 94103. Telephone number: (415) 885-6979. GAY

FOCUS ON FILM

THE TRIALS OF OSCAR WILDE

A Review by Mr. Carl Driver

Perhaps the most compelling reason for seeing "The Trials of Oscar Wilde" is his historic significance. Made in 1960, some six years before England repealed its laws against homosexuality, it was immediately banned in that country. Ironically, exactly a decade later, its star, Peter Finch, won England's top acting honor, the equivalent of our Academy Award, for Sunday, Bloody Sunday in which he portrayed a far more flagrant homosexual relationship. The Trials of Oscar Wilde may be somewhat tame by today's standards but at the same time it was made, it was risky material indeed and took great courage to forge out.

The movie, which opens tomorrow, October 30th at the Gateway Cinema, (call 415-333-1509) is somewhat unusual in its look at the downfall of this talented writer. As almost every gay knows, Wilde was convicted of performing "immodest acts" with various young men and several years to prison... and hard labor. Perhaps as well is known that Wilde brought his downfall on himself by first suing his lord's father for slander, for having left a calling card at a club of which Wilde was a member, stating "To Oscar Wilde, posing as a sodomite." Wilde, Finch gives his finest film performance.

Peter Finch in "The Trials of Oscar Wilde." For information contact: 798 S. Santa Monica Blvd. Suite 109, Los Angeles, California 90046. Telephone: (415) 861-3905.
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The Tenderloin—... an area bounded by the Civic Center on the west, Powell on the east, Sutter on the north and Market on the south. The Tenderloin, an area rich with historical significance, is being plundered by the wealthy real estate speculators, two of whom, are both very Aryan one being a citizen of the Republic of West Germany, Guenter Kaussen, and the other a German descendant, Gertie Kircher. Between the two of them, their holdings in the Tenderloin amount to approximately 25% of all the rental space in that district. And, Gertie and Guenter, as both take and take and put very little back in. Both seen very successful in finding ways of taking. As one resident said, "Gertie and Guenter will find new ways of making a buck off their property even if it means evicting the tenants... ha, ha, just joking of course!" The high and higher rents they charge to the elderly in a way which is causing some decay, are now owned by the West German, Guenter Kaussen, while others are leased for Vincent and Gertie Kircher. Kaussen the wealthier, has the better properties which he owns. Kircher leases the non down buildings from corporate property owners and bleed the buildings as much as possible. The elderly and disabled are suffering hardships, while Louise Renee and her political boss Diane Feinstein are eating off silver and gold settings. No to them, they obviously would like to have the current maximum of 7% raised even higher, but that is another story.

The Tenderloin areas that the poor, racial minorities, the elderly, and various "social types" (gays, lesbians) will not be needed or wanted in the San Francisco of tomorrow and their presence in the city's population must be significantly reduced. And the way to get rid of an undesired population is very simple...take away their homes and their jobs and they will have to leave. Kircher and Kaussen are but pawns in their plan of gentrification of the Tenderloin, and the larger Central City area. The TTA (Tenderloin Tenants Association) and other such groups, now, are urging you to join them.

BOYCOTT COORS
EUROPEAN CUSTOM TAILORING
KHOREN the TAILOR
111 Post Street
Tel: 441-1624

FOCUS NEWS
Realtors Drain Tenderloin Dry
Gertie and Guenter look over their Tenderloin properties with an eye towards getting more and more...
FOCUS FABLES?

WELCOME BACK TO CALIFORNIA little Bobby of Alamosa... 19 now but looking 20. Great seeing him today. He used to make me laugh a lot...He used to be a little kid who would do all sorts of silly things to entertain us. Now he's a grown-up and still doing silly things. He's really maturing. I'm happy to see him.

WARRIN BINKAN once hit the nail on the head when he said, "If you want to get ahead, you've got to be able to sell yourself." I think that's true. I've always tried to be a good salesperson. I like to make people feel good about themselves. That's why I'm successful in my job. I've always been able to make people feel comfortable and at ease.

The Grey Fox Video, Sexual Daniel Monroe and Don Metcalfe, both of the Video Connection, were at the Endup last night. It was a great night. They had a lot of laughs. I think they should do more of these nights. I like to see them.

Michael Orchid, one of the pool hall's best players, was at the Endup last night. He's a great pool player. I think he should try his hand at the professional level. I think he has the talent for it.

Re-Elect City Attorney George Agnost

Four years ago San Franciscans elected an experienced trial lawyer to protect their interests—George Agnost, City Attorney. That office is now one of the city's most effective law offices. His appointments reflect the ethnic mix of the community and he has increased the number of women attorneys by 50%. His tough but fair legal approach has helped bring millions of dollars into the city's treasury.

City Attorney George Agnost, one of the best lawyers in the business, deserves to be re-elected on November 3rd.

Most San Francisco attorneys agree.

Committee to Re-Elect City Attorney George Agnost
527 Commercial Street, San Francisco, California

Don Brown, Chairman; James Laidler, Treasurer

FOCUS 7
FOCUS FABLES?

TENDING BAR IN PORTLAND at something called . . . . “J.R.’s Cell” is none other than ‘Raunchy Robert’ also known here in San Francisco by those to whom he owes so much money (are you reading this guys and gals and investigators?) is the Carlin himself is quite a looker, so like does attract like, at least, in this case. The Arena has a “General Manager” now. My how the bars change. Terry Thompson is the GM, while Bill Qantas is the ... but that was back in the days of wild sex in the old Arena when Mr. Marcus and Robert Dunn had slave-auctions there. White, would love to meet Danny, but Danny is hard working and strictly biz. Who’s David Hane? TIM, a het liquor salesman, for something called Jocco? is one handsome hunky Irishman. Hmm, what’s he doing hugging Brian Todd? Or is that the new sales ways? at the J&P Deli, on Polk at Post. This most generous with the meat. 1040 Polk Street, J&D! but Mitzi usually makes ‘em. As you can see, they are . . . .

WHY RODGER of the Watering Hole wants all to know here and now, that he is only 20 years old! If so dear, why are you working in a liquor bar? But then again, if you are but 20 years of age, why is it you have such a “chicken” for a lover??. BRIAN MURIAM of the Eaux Maitre is quite the charmer, member of a rather serious civil rights group about his alleged propensity to be gay. Maitre said: “This is a problem. You refer to my room at that time is not possible for the moment Maitre!!”

WHAT GRAND DUCHESSES is a porno bookstore which serves for the most part, goyim, and, maybe more, for the . . . .

CARLIE, the other half of Beautiful Bums Rodger of the Watering Hole, was last heard to exclaim: “Being a bartender means you have to be flexible. He does it a bit and then turns it. Carlie himself is quite a looker, so like does attract like, at least, in this case. THE CHATEAU is something to that effect, apparently it operates on the entire second floor above the old State Building, Military, Army and Valentine. What’s the big deal you ask? Well, it seems they have a new bar at the . . . .
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FOCUS FABLES?

MARK FORRESTER SOLD US OUT AT CITY HALL! read one of the picket signs held by an elderly woman. Forrester is accustomed to seeing this kind of support.

OLD FOLKS DEFENSE LEAGUE luncheon and party Friday October 8th at noon on the 4th floor dining hall of Christ Church, 25th & Parnassus at the corner of Arguello, Free and Ingrid, Ray Buescher and many others. Over 10 years doing this every month.

MARTY MILKMAN VETERAN "GAY EAGLE" FUNDRAISER will be held on Sunday afternoons at the Frisco Saloon, 60 Street with President, Madelphia LeGarde, and a host of stars helping to raise funds for the homeless. For details, call Mike GINN's Hospital for early November. "Gay Christmas" is the theme of the evening featuring stars bingo which might be other business closures, or other social occasions which will be wrapped and given out to the veterans.

OLD FOLKS THANKSGIVING DINNER PARTY set this year as last year. Let's not volunteer any either...especially to the veterans. 

Special pork meat will be served along with dressing etc. This IS set for November 28th. Place honey...but those guys... set for the Tenderloin/Central City old folks, and not dealing straight. Sorry about the ad trip...but no letter no a...I

FOCUS FABLES?

The Fourth Anniversary of the "Watering Hole" at 6th & Folsom was a wild festive three day celebration. Owner Bob Merl and manager Brian Todd, put together an anniversary celebration that South of Market will long remember. In fact, there have been few celebrations to match this most recent for its wildness and chaos. Hundreds of doors were given away, everything from leather goods to dinners to drink tickets at other bars in the South of Market who for the most part, took part in helping Bob and Brian's celebrations, a happy one. JC from the Eagle was present helping flowers no less.

Watering Hole students Rodger, Jim, John, Bob and Jerry were all over the place setting the tone at attended the three nights. The plan goes out of the Watering Hole were the finest source that any but in

Bob Merl, Rev.
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FOCUS Hops
David’s

A part of the Sunday afternoon Tea Dance at David’s of Denver. Denver has men who like to shake their tushes too!

Denver, Colo., October 24—DAVID’S CONTINUES TO DAZZLE DENVER’S GAY DANCE SCENE

“Partying without all the bullshit,” says Nathaniel, who has been going to Denver’s gay dance clubs for almost a year. “What I like about David’s is that it’s just a good place to hang out and take notice. And one thing a lot of the old guard here is noticing is that they are “on the outside looking in,” from all reports. And we understand that it is still doing well, which is a tribute to the way Manuel and Tish sat the place up.

This reporter was back in San Francisco two years ago when Manuel and Tish were at Alfie’s and I was truly impressed with Alfie’s, and I can’t help but remembering that I said “This is from a special promo ‘Heavy Metal’ held last February, when Jimes formed for blocks to get in David’s of Denver. Hot leather men for days!”

Some exciting show-biz rag had this to say about David’s, “Some exciting night! Rentondo’s on the other side of the room! Frank Serfini and others at the piano! Something is happening in Denver, and it’s called, DAVID’S!!!”

This is a special promo “Heavy Metal” held just the other day, and it was a killer! Rentondo’s on the other side of the room! David’s has been in the Rocky Mountains. David’s has been through the efforts of CahColo. (Manuel and Tish). Yep, Something is happening in Denver, and it’s called, DAVID’S!!!

David’s has been in the Rocky Mountains. Since David’s got their “new look” under two guys from Prince, the place has changed David’s old rules and queries to up and take back. And one thing a lot of the old guard here is noticing is that they are “on the outside looking in,” for all the young funky studs are going to David’s and beat the “_WRONG!” bats.

Since the “Prince Flasher” took David’s over, nights like the wild wild “Heavy Metal” and others such as Fat Tuesday’s, The Toys & Restrooms Rads have become a way of life in Denver. Things have changed drastically and one thing that all of us gay youngennes appreciate, because we can relax, and know that the silly games that are played at too many other dance bars have just gone and been left behind.
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Focus Theatre

Focus on Books

SPRING WOOD

Having been raised most of my life in the South, and of course had been exposed to "don't" and "doo" commanding me on a daily basis from family, friends, at schools and at church, there was a time that should some one have written a book such as Springwood, they would surely been in danger for their very life.

But, having escaped the very land in which I grew up and also vowing never to return, that to these same prejudices, I can only find great rejoicing; in a book such as this written by Mr. Reverend Ray Broshers, 53 year old GWM.

One Act productions, the acting and production quality is sometimes almost unrecognizable. This is not to say that they are any worse, but the limiting of the product when all is said and done, is all to the detriment of the show. "Street Dreams", a musical revue by Eva Montag (author of last year's Abigial) is the exact example of what I am getting at. The show was directed by pedal and written by Robert Springer. Also, "Tell Her Ten" with music by Helen Miller (at The Old Ghetto Factory, call 441-6127 for info) is an actionably by Daniel Springer, about a teen-age multi-care of a senile godfather, won an honorable mention in the One Act's competition. This is a book that you can not put down easily once you have began reading it, even after finishing, it certainly leaves you with an impres— sion for some time.

Larry Parr. Mr. Parr has blazed a trail ofInstruction for the present and future generations of performers, with his talented and gifted ten, has gone further with this enthralling and serious study of the Black and White relationship, and do not, the other, the tremendous spiritual and physical plane.
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Sometimes kids will go to any length chancing the chance of coming 'face to face' with a fantasy.

also playing Tom DeSimone's 'FLESH & FANTASY'
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